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Estrategias Locales para Formación y

Mantenimiento de Redes Inalámbricas

Resumen

El objetivo de esta tesis es la creación y mantenimiento de redes de dis

positivos móviles. Aproximaciones multiagentes basados en estrategias de

autoorganización son propuestas con el objetivo de construir estructuras vir

tuales, detección de segmentación y recuperación de la red. En esta aprox

imación cada dispositivo móvil inalámbrico es controlado por un agente

niultirole el cual realiza sus tareas de forma eficiente usando únicamente

interacciones locales. La administración de los roles permite la reconfigu

ración de la estructura, cuando los nodos dejan o llegan a la red, dando

como resultado un comportamiento emergente global complejo. El ahorro

de la energía en los nodos se logra ajusfando el tiempo de intervalo de

transmisión y la potencia de transmisión después que la red se ha formado.

Dos métodos globales fueron diseñados con el fin de comparar los resulta

dos de las estrategias locales con resultados cercanos al óptimo. La primera

aproximación global es basada en el árbol de expansión mínimo, al cual

se le asignaron pesos en los enlaces de una forma estratégica para obtener

la capacidad de cada nodo en la red. La segunda aproximación es un al

goritmo de optimización basado en partículas que busca en el espacio de

soluciones una estructura cercana a la óptima. Las simulaciones muestran

el desempeño de los algoritmos respecto a el consumo de energía y recon

figuración.



Localized Strategies for Wireless

Network Formation and Maintenance

Abstract

This thesis deals with creation and maintenance ofmobile devices networks.

Multi-agent approaches based on self-organization strategies are proposed

for building a virtual backbone, and segmentation detection and recovery.

In these approaches each mobile device is controlled by a multi-role agent,

which performs these tasks efficiently through local interactions; role man

agement allows backbone reconfiguration when the nodes leave or join the

network yielding a complex global emergent behavior. Energy saving is

achieved by adapting the time interval and transmission power after the

network formation. Two global approaches are also designed for comparing

the results of distributed algorithms against an optimal solution. The first

global approach is based on the minimum spanning tree, which is strategi-

cally weighted to obtain the capacity of nodes in the network. The second

one is a particle swarm optimization algorithm that searches in the space of

solutions in order to find a structure cióse to optimal. Simulations show the

algorithm performance regarding energy saving and segmentation recovery.
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Introduction

Wireless ad-Hoc network systems are becoming increasingly complex due to the size and

heterogeneity of the underlying hardware, and the complex interactions among their

elements. In recent years, many research efforts have focused on topology construction

for wireless ad-hoc networks. which have many important applications including dis-

aster recovery. militar}' operations, forest vigilance, etc. These types of networks are

set up on-the-fly by using a sel of wireless devices; specifically, these networks have no

fixed infrastructure. and consist of a dynamic collection of nodes.

Problem Definition

All nodes are functionally equal and each of them can act as a router and without a

centralized control. Therefore, virtual backbone construction and topology control are

widely used approaches to ease implementation of various problems such as routing

and resource management strategies in ad-hoc wireless networks. Current challenging

issues of wireless networks mainly deal with efficient networking and network main

taining techniques aimiug to allow energy saving and handling node's mobility. Other

important features desired for networking strategies are scalability, i.e., independence

of the number of nodes.

Wireless ad-hoc networks require a special management because of their hardware

and energy limitations. For example, they often are powered by batteries; they have

limited memory size, and limited computational power, etc. Therefore, memory usage

and energy conservation aro critical issues in these kinds of networks.

An immediate implication of these limitations is the necessity of reducing commu

nication in order to avoid a premature drop out of a node from the network under the

connectivity constraint.
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0. INTRODUCTION

It is desirable to design algorithms that are able to opérate in
a distributed fashion;

due to the fact that ad-hoc wireless networks are highly dynamic and autonomous. In

addition, it is also desirable for these algorithms to implement an efficient uw of its

energy without jeopardizing communication between the nodes.

These are some of the reasons why new algoritlims are needed. The basic charac

teristics these new algorithms should have are:

1. Adaptability to network topology changes, energy constraints, etc.

2. Robustness against failures.

3. Working ín a localized and decentralized way.

Thesis Objective

In order to cope with the previous characteristics, we propose to draw inspiration from

biological systems. These systems show an effective ability to adapt to constant and

sudden changes ín different environments. Most of these systems are composed of a

larger number of dynamic, autonomous, and distributed entities. These entities genér

ate effective adaptive behaviors through the use of local policies, i.e.. self-organization.

they cooperate with each other at local level due to global knowledge ís not available

within a single neighborhood of the system. This produces an emergent behavior that

can be used to accomplish the global goals. This principie can be copied hx ad-hoc

networks. For example. a way to support efficient communication between nodes in

a wireless network is to develop a wireless virtual backbone architecture, whose main

goal is to broadcast a message throughout the network. In order fo reach this goal is

convenient to design a distributed and self-organizing algorithm featuring adaptability,

robustness, and scalability.

In this specific case, several constraints regarding network eonriectivity and energy

conservation have to be considered. For this, we are nsin» self-í-rganizatíon strategies

to connect a set of nodes by implementing a nature inspired rluster-bascd algorithm.

This approach reduces both computation complexity. and energy consumption of the

whole ad-hoc network, that is. the network lifetime can be prolonged. This clustering

is done by grouping nodes inside a certain transmission area. Each of these nodes plays

different roles namely leader, gateway, bridge and member: each of them is controlled

viii



by a designated leader agent. ThLs leader agent is selected according to a weight which

is componed by the residual energy and tbe uuinber of neighbors. In addition, some

metrics are uceessary to evalúate the reduction of the transmission power based in

optimizing power of a node depending of its role.

Several tcchiiii|iies based ou flooding strategies have been proposed to cope with

these probleiiis; three representative approaches reported in recent literature are: a)

Connected Domiiiating Set (CDS) (18, 25). b) Multi-Point Relay (MPR) (32, 38, 43,

II). aud c) cluster-oríented strategies (l, 14. 21. 2G, 48, 49).

Common features of these approaches are the high computational complexity of the

strategies rer|iiiring high energy consumption. aud the lower capacity to maintain the

connectedness of the network faced with node's mobility.

Main Contributions

The approach held in this thesis for coping with the above mentioned drawbacks are

self-organization-based approaches (15, 30), whose principle is to use local rules to

produce a global behavior: distributed local interact ions between neighbor nodes in

the network yield s virtual backbone.

Two different algorithms are descriljed throughout this thesis. One is an im

provement of the Multi-Agent Communication (MWAC) algorithm. the other one is

3 new strategy called Eiiergy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm (EESOA) that out

performs the former. The proposed distributed algorithiiis are based on a multi-agent

self-organization method: they are power-efBcient and scalable for wireless ad-hoc and

sensor networks. The algorithms are designed to opérate in a localized way. reducing

the complexity of interactions. and energy consumption.

The [>'•! -formaiu -i- oí these algoritlims have been evaluated via simulation using the

Network simulator NS-2: numerous experiments have demonstrated energy saving, seg

mentation detection ability. and network recovery capabilities in the whole network.

Finally. it ís well known that a broadcasting based on Minimum Spanning Tree

(MST) conmines energy within a constant factor of the optimum. That is why our

results are compared against the one obtained using a global networking procedure

based on a Prim s algorithm. This has been done in order to show that our algorithm

ís able to obtain a good approximation of a global solution.
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0. INTRODUCTION

Although a MST is a sparse connected subgraph, it is often not considered a good

topology since close-by agents in the original graph G might end up far away. That

is why a particle swarm optimization algorithm was designed in order to compare the

proposed EESOA algorithm.

Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis work is organized as follows:

• Chapter 1 overviews different strategies for networking in wireless ad-hoc net

works.

• Chapter 2 describes the self-organization strategies for building a virtual backbone

in the network.

• Chapter 3 is devoted to design a global strategy to find an optimum virtual

backbone by using the independent set theory.

Chapter 4 shows the behavior and performance of the proposed algorithms based

on NS-simulations.

• Chapter 5 presents some concluding remarks and sketches out future research

work on the matter.
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Chapter 1

Networking Approaches

Abstract. This chapter summarizes the problem of flooding the network, and surveys

different strategies for building a structure in wireless ad-hoc networks, namely Multi-

Point Relay. Connected Dominatiug Set and group-based strategies.

1.1 Network Flooding

Puré flooding is simple and easy to implement. This approach guarantees with a high

probability, that each non isolated node will receive the broadcast packet. The main

disadvantage of this technique is that it consumes large amounts of bandwidth because

of many redundant retransmissions. Furthermore, not all the nodes need to retransmit

the packet after receiving it.

Several algorithms have been proposed to optimize flooding such as MPR, CDS,

and cluster-oriented strategies. We briefly review such approaches in the next sections.

1.2 MultiPoint Relay

The objective of MPR is to reduce the flooding of broadcast packets in the network

by minimizing the duplícate retransmissions locally (31). Each node selects a subset

of neighbors called MPRs to retransmit broadcast packets (Figure 1.1). This allows

neighbors, which are not in the MPR set, to read the message without retransmitting

it. This prevenís the network flooding, i.e., the so-called broadcast storm (32)(43). Of
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1. NETWORKING APPROACHES

course, each node must select a MPR set among its neighbors such that it guarantees

that all two-hop away nodes will get the packets, i.e., all two-hop away nodes must be

a neighbor of a node in the MPR set. Several polynomial-time algorithms have been

proposed to determine a MPRs set with minimal cardinality. However, it has been

proven that the selection of a minimum size MPRs set is NP-hard (38) (44).

Retransmiting nodes

Figure 1.1: MultiPoint Relay - Only the MPR nodes retransmit the packets

1.3 Connected Dominating Set

Connected Dominated Set (CDS) is used in a variety of different applications, especially

at the lower levels of the network protocol stack. Some of the applications deal directly

with the topology of wireless ad-hoc networks (33). Given an undirected graph G =

(V, E), a subset C C V is a CDS of G if, for each node u G V, u is either in C or there

exists a node v £ C such that uv € E and the subgraph induced by C. i.e., G(C).

is connected. The nodes in the CDS are called dominators and the others are called

dorninatees (Figure 1.2).

Dominating sets play an important role in energy saving for individual sensors in

wireless sensor networks. Obviously, the smaller the CDS size is. the fewer the retrans

missions are. Thus. in order to effectively optimize flooding, the CDS size must be

reduced. However. a solution using DS have one major drawback in terms of balanced

2



1.3 Connected Dominating Set

Figure 1.2: Connected Dominating Set

euergy distribution among the sensors. This is because the sensors in the dominat

ing set will quickly consume their energy by sensing and transmitting data while the

other inactive sensors can save their energy. This will result in disproportionate energy

consumption among the sensors, which is not expected in many appUcations where net

work lifetime depends on the functioning of individual sensors. In addition, computing

a minimum size CDS is also NP-hard (18).

The earlier problem is examined by Kamrul et al. (25). The basic idea is to find

as many disjoint dominating sets as possible, and use each one for a certain amount of

time and then replace it with another one, and so on. If initially all the nodes start

with the same amount of energy, then one can expect that the energy consumption will

likely be balanced among the nodes. The máximum number of disjoint dominating sets

is bounded by the minimum degree of the graph plus one; since a node can either be in

one of the dominating sets or be dominated by at least one of its neighbors. In general,

ir is expected that the size of a dominating set be as small as possible. Even though,

the energy distribution is resolved, the environment they use Ls short of mobiUty. In

this way. if the nodes move around the environment, the strategy does not work. Then.

it will be necessary execute the algorithm repeatedly in order to maintain the graph

connected, and as a result it will increase its complexity. Aside from mobility problem

the nodes have homogeneous transmission power.

Probably the easiest way to créate a maximal independent set in any graph is a

greedy strategy. Nieberg ('-'i'-,} shows that it is ea.sy to modify a centrally executed greedy

3



1. NETWORKING APPROACHES

Figure 1.3: Clustering technique

algorithm to run locally, and where each node only needs to interact with its direct

neighbors. The local versión of the algorithm works as follows: all nodes start out in an

undecided state, then an undecided node with the largest weight in its neighborhood,

which it does not have a master node, declares itself as master-node. Finally. nodes

that learn about a neighboring master node declare themselves as slave-nodes.

1.4 Clustering Approaches

Clustering techniques group nodes into clusters; a clusterhead ensures connectivity be

tween the nodes in the cluster and other clusters (Figure 1.3). There are many proposed

clustering schemes for identifying the control nodes that form a virtual backbone among

the nodes. In (31) a lightweight clustering protocol for self-organization is presented.

It creates a multi-hop, collision-free, and adaptive communication infrastructure. The

nodes wake up randomly, and then the nodes that wake up earliest are elected to be

cluster-head. Once the nodes are organized as an adaptive multi-hop system. they per

form tasks for saving energy. However, a large quantity of nodes is required for creating

an organization. Nodes mobility, role change, and fault tolerance are not dealt in this

strategy.

The work described above uses diverse techniques, rules, and metrics. A common

1



1.4 Clustering Approaches

feature is that the transmission ranges are not variable. Using variable transmission

ranges implies the creation of new rules in the system organization for obtaining en

ergy saving (11). Thus, the nodes can transmit packets to every destination using just

the pertinent energy. A good transmission power control algorithm for wireless net

works should provide an energy efficient mechanism because devices in these networks

are powered by snulll batteries. and they may be difficult or impossible to replenish

frequently.

Wendi et al. (21) presented a micro-sensor networks where the base station is fixed

and located far away from the sensors. All nodes in the network are homogeneous and

have energy constrains. The authors examine two protocols: direct communication with

the base station, and minimum energy multi-hop routing using their sensor network

and radio models. By analyzing advantages and disadvantages of conventional rout

ing protocols using their model of sensor networks, they have developed Low-Energy

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH); it is a cluster-based routing protocol that

minimizes global energy usage by distributing the load to all the nodes at different

points in time. LEACH reduces communication energy by as much as eight times com

pared with direct transmission and mínimum transmission energy routing. However, it

is necessary to know a priori the number of cluster-heads in the network. In addition,

all nodes in the network are homogeneous.

Younis and Fahmy (40) (48) present a stand-alone distributed clustering approach

that considers a hybrid of energy and communication cost. Based on this approach, they

present a protocol called Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering (HEED). It has

four primary goals: (i) increase network lifetime by distributing energy consumption,

(ii) termination of clustering process within a constant number of iterations/steps, (iii)

minimizing control overhead, and (iv) the production of well-distributed cluster heads

and compact clusters. This allows identifying a set of cluster heads which cover the

entire field. Then, the nodes can directly communicate with its cluster head via a single

hop.

Yunseok et al. (.i*) proposed a transmission power control algorithm for wireless

sensor networks called the On-Demand Transmission Power Control scheme (ODTPC).

A link quality between a pair of nodes is measured after the sender and the receiver

exchange data-ACK packets rather than measuring link quality to every neighbor in

the initialization phase. There is no additional packet exchange to maintain good link

5



1. NETWORKING APPROACHES

quality, and adjust the transmission power level. However, they are not creating a

topology.

Most of the previous works suppose the entire network is known. Therefore, each

strategy requires a lot of resources. For example, finding the minimum CDS in unit disk

graph has been shown to be NP-hard (18), as well as finding the optimum MPR. This

is the main reason why we propose the use of self-organization strategies to alleviate

the clustering problem.

1.4.1 A Self-organization Approach

In the design of wireless networks, it is often necessary to connect the whole network

without using a lot of resources. In order to interconnect a set of nodes, we propose

the use of a self-organization strategy. This strategy allows us to reduce complexity

topology construction, and energy consumption. Perhaps the most obvious and most

interesting characteristic ofthe self-organization strategy is a property called emergence.

Complex patterns on the system were not written into the simple rules of the algorithm

that produce them. The rules determine the role a node will take depending on the

role of its neighbors; but, these never define the structure the network will have. It

emerges somehow from a lower level specification of the system.

1.4.2 Construction of the Network

Most of the approaches in the literature are global in nature, i.e., each node must

maintain knowledge of the complete network. Indeed, most of the previous strategies

do not support adaptive reconfiguration, i.e., the clustering level cannot be changed

until the new configuration is made by the network leader. Therefore. the existing

algorithms are not adaptable to various node distributions or to different sensing áreas.

If the sensing area is changed by dynamic circumstances of the networks. the fixed-

cluster algorithms may opérate inefficiently in terins of energy consumption.

Flooding the whole network with broadcast messages creates the so-called broadcast

storm problem (43). This results on excessive collisions, i.e., a large protocol overhead.

Using clustering to form a virtual backbone to propágate flooding messages allows us to

overeóme this problem by reducing the number of messages. Furthermore, the nodes in

the virtual backbone can be used to efficiently reach the entire network by broadcasts

froin only these nodes.
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1.4 Clustering Approaches

Cluster-based control structures allow a more efficient use of resources. A hierar

chical view of the created network through clustering decreases the complexity of the

underlying network. Especially in sensors networks which are expected to consist of

large amounts of individual nodes. In this way, clustered structures can make a highly

mobile topology appears more static, and thus mitígate the effects of mobility.

On a topology level. clustering is usually done by grouping nodes inside certain

transmission area, which are then controlled by a designed leader node. This leader

node is selected according to a weight, which may correspond to a node's capability to

perform additional duties. It can be determined by taking into consideration aspects

like residual energy of a node. its memory amount, processing capabilities, the number

of neighbors, etc. Usually. these weights are computed locally in each node, and they

may depend on the application that the structure is used for. In this case, the weight

is a function of the residual energy and the number of neighbors.

Clustering offers several advantages in mobile ad hoc networks. First, network clus

tering improves routing and mobility management. It increases system capacity, reduces

signaling and control overhead, and minimizes network congestión. This makes the net

work more scalable, and enables support for larger network sizes. Second, clustering

stabilizes the network topology and provides a virtual infrastructure for a dynamic

network. Here, the clusterhead acts as a base station for its cluster. Third, clustering

helps to perform a better resource allocation (13).

In order to get more benefits from clustering, it is important to keep clusters as sta

ble as possible. Frequent changes in the clustering architecture can cause high commu

nication overhead. Stable clustering architecture reduces the frequency of clusterhead

changes. That is why we are proposing a self-organized distributed algorithm which is

based on groups. This approach yields properties such as scalability, robustness against

segmentation and a complex behavior.

In this thesis, a node is modeled as an agent. For us the terms node and agent wiU

be exchangeable. Now, under this model, it is assumed that:

• Every agent has a unique identifier ID e.g. its IP address.

Every agent knows their neighbors to one-hop.

• The agents can move. arrive, or leave the network.

7



1. NETWORKING APPROACHES

Each node can adjust its transmission power according to the neighbor's role for

energy conservation.

The agent can use overhearing to obtain important information for reducing the

message transmission.

» Every agent keeps: a neighbors table and a weight that is equal to the product

between the number of neighbors N and the residual energy units e (weight =

Nu *eu).

The agents do not know their geographical positions.

• The wireless nodes are placed in the 2-dimensional Euclidean plañe (it also works

correctly if agents are located in three-dimensional space).

For addressing the above described problem the proposed algorithm has the follow

ing properties:

• It is an approximated decentralized algorithm.

It operates in a localized way.

• It has low processing complexity.

It allows network reconfiguration coping with node's mobiUty.

Elements of each group play different roles such as leader, gateway. bridge and

member. Each group is composed by one agent playing the role of leader, zero or more

agents playing the role of gateway and bridge, and one or more agents playing the

role of member. The leader makes possible the communication among members of its

group or different groups. A gateway device is responsible of communicating members

of different groups through leaders of groups; bridge uodes connect different segments

of the network. Finally, members are connected to a single leader (see Figure 1.4).

8



1.4 Clustering Approaches

'■"•- 0 Bridge

O Member

Figure 1.4: Structure of the network
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Chapter 2

Self-Organized Algorithms

Abstract. This chapter presents a first approach for coping with problems previously

mentioned about wireless ad-hoc networks. First, self-organization strategies are pro

posed and how they are applied in these networks is described. Description of the

algorithms and network modeling is described.

2.1 Problem Statement

Some general terms and definitions that will be used frequently throughout this work

are described.

2.1.1 Graph Model for Wireless Topology

TIip prol )lem can be studied using a graph representation of the wireless ad-hoc network,

where edges correspond to the connection between nodes. There are a large number of

optimization problems in graph theory. They are important. when dealing with efficient

wireless Communications strategies. It is known that a broadcasting based on minimum

spanning tree consumes energy within a constant factor of the optimum.

We can study the network structure as Disk Graphs (33) where all the edges in the

network are bidirectional. called Disk Graph with Bidirectional Links (DGB).

We assume that nodes are deployed on the plañe and a wireless ad hoc network

is modeled by an undirected graph G = (WE). where V is the set of agents, each

11



2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

equipped with a radio for wireless communication. E c V x V is the set of possible

interconnections between pairs of agents. For each edge (u, v) e E, there is a weight

w(u, v) that represents the cost to connect the agent u aud v.

We assume that we have a connected, undirected graph G with a weight function

w : E —» 3?. Then, by using Prim's algorithm (8), we find a Mínimum Spanning Tree

T for G (T C G). We want to use the MST as a comparison of the proposed strategy.

We first provide a rule to calcúlate the weight function. Here. Nu is the number of

neighbors of the agent u, and e„ is the residual energy in a time. If (u. v) £ E. then

w(u, v) = oo, c(u, v) = Nu * eu is the cost of link (u, v) (note that c(u. v) is different to

c(v,ú)). Thus, the weight function is calculated in the following way:

w(u,v) = —,
——

-. r (2.1)
c(u,v) +c(v. U)

Definition 2.1.1. Let T be a subgraph of a graph G, such that it has been generated

by MST (Prim's algorithm). A backbone of T denoted by MST^ is defined as the set

MSTg
***-*

T\S. where S = {v € T\degrv = 1}. and degrv denotes the degree of vértex

v

Having heterogeneous transmission ranges causes the graph to be directed. For

this reason, we are considering a solution induced only by the symmetric edges. That

is, two nodes are connected only if their separation is less than the minimum of their

transmission ranges. A edge (u.v) € E if and only if d(u, r) < rniri{r__. r_,}, where

d(u,v) denotes the Euclidean distance between u and v, and r £ ['"-■■■•*. r)m_.] is the

transmission range.

In next section is shown that our algorithm is clase to the minimum spanning tree.

Although a MST is a sparse connected subgraph. it is often not considered a good

topology since close-by agents in the original graph G might end up far away. Now. if

mobility is considered, it is argued that an algorithm should not only be distributed.

but even local. If the nodes are frequently moving. it is necessary to consider redundant

links in the virtual backbone in order to maintain the network connected. Even inore.

having redundant links allows reconfiguring the virtual backbone without using a lot

of energy.
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2.1 Problem Statement

2.1.2 Deñnitions

Definition 2.1.2. A communication graph G = (V.E) is composed by a finite set of

vértices l
'

representing the wireless nodes and a finite set of edges E representing the

nodes communicating directly.

Definition 2.1.3. An Independent Set is a subset of mutually nonadjacent vértices.

A Maximal Independent Set is an independent set such that adding any vértex not

included in the set. breaks the independence property of the set.

Thus. any vértex outside of the maximal independent set must be adjacent to some

node in the set.

Definition 2.1.4. The Dominating Set S, is a subset of V such that each node in V\S

is adjacent to at least one node in S.

Thus, every MIS is a dominating set. However, since nodes in a dominating set

may be adjacent to each other, not every dominating set is a MIS.

Definition 2.1.5. A Connected Dominating Set (CDS) is a dominating set of G which

induces a counected subgraph of G (3).

Definition 2.1.6. The neighborhood of a vértex u. N(u) is defined as the set

N(u) = {v €V\(u. v)€E}. (2.2)

Then the set of links in the neighborhood of u is

r(tt) = {(u.v)\v € N(u)}. (2.3)

Using the previous definition, the concept of two-hop group can be defined.

Definition 2.1.7. The two-hop group of a vértex u is defined as the set:

C(u) = Uv€NMN(v). (2.4)

Then the set of all links in the two-hop group C(u) is

r(C(«)) = ut,eC(u)r(u). (2.5)

Definition 2.1.8. The set of leaders for a node u is defined as the set:

A_(u) = {re V\(u.v) e E.re I). (2.6)

6(G) and A(G) denote the minimum and máximum vértex degrees in G respectively,

and Sc(G). Ac(G) denote the minimum and máximum two-hop vértex degrees in G

respectively.

13



2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

2.2 Group-based Strategy

We are proposing a group-based distributed algorithm using a self-organization strategy

that manages the assignment of four different roles to be played by the agent (3-r>). The

procedure derived from the algorithm is executed by every agent in the network. We

express a desired global behavior as a set of local rules to be followed by each entity.

This system architecture will lead to a scalable and robust system that follows the

desired global behavior.

2.3 MWAC-based algorithm

Initially, when the agents wake up, they do not have assigned any role. The first role

assignment is leader for all the agents. Then, a conflict emerges, which is solved by

a leader-election procedure. Some agents play the role of members, and other agents

become gateways. The bridge agent is connected to other bridge agents in order to fix

a possible segmentation. In this way, clusters are formed.

In order to avoid segmentation in the network, we proposed a bridge agent. When

a member agent detects another member agent that belongs to another group. it will

try to make a connection between them. Consequently, they will switch their role to

bridge agents.

2.3.1 Notation and Functions

The following list provides the necessary elements (notation and functions) to describe

the self-organizing algorithm.

• Events

BR(u): bridge request

BA(u); bridge acknowledge

IR(u); check inconsistency

• Sets

N(u) = {re V : (u.v) £ E]

14



2.3 MWAC-based algorithm

NL(u) = (v € aV(u) : Role(v) = Leader}

Nc(u) ■={»*€ N{u) : Role(v) = Gateway)

• Cardinalities

deg(u) = | W(f#) j: it in the number of neighbors

de9L(u) = |A_(u)|; it is the number of leader neighbors

• Functions

weight (xt) = deg(u) *e„; where eu is the residual energy ofu

id(u): it returns the agent's identifier

idg(u): it returns the u's group identifier

Role(u): it returns the current role ofthe node u

• Predicates

Co(n) = true if 3v € N(u) : Role(v) = Leader

Ci(u) = true if d.eg(u) > 0 A ->Co(u)

C2(u) = true if 3c 6 N(u) : Role(v) = Member A idg(u) **¿ idg(v)

C_\(u) = true. if 3c £ N(ii) : Role(v) = Gateway V Role(v) = Bridge

C4(u) = true if Eto £ NG(u) : NL(u) = NL(v) A id(v) > id(u)

Có(¡/) = true. if 3c £ Ng(u) : A-_(u) C Ar_(j'); where C ¿s í/ie proper set

xí the conditions do not hold then C,(w) = /<i7se

2.3.2 Rule Base

The strategy that defines and updates the agent's role is embedded iu the foUowing

reduced set of rules.

Ri : de.g(u) = 0 =» (Role,, — Am/) //Any is the default valué for role

/?2 : C'i(») => (Roleu — Leader)

15



2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

i?3 : deg¡_,(u) = 1 => (Role-u *— Member)

R_ : deg__(u) > 1 ="> (Role_, <— Gateway)

R5 : __(«) A -C3(u) =¡> BR(v)

üg : £M(i;) A -*-C3(~) ****> (ño/e„ **- Bridge)

Rr : (Co(u) A Role(u) = Leader) => 7i?(v)

iÍ8 : IR(v) A weight(v) > weight(u) => (Role,, <— Member)

Rg : Role(u) = Member A 5fl(i;) -**» (RA(d) A Roleu <— Bridge)

Rio : Role(u) = Gateway A C4(u) =>• agentu turn off

Ru : Role(u) = Gateway A C$(u) =$■ agentu turn off

2.3.3 The Procedure for Obtaining the Virtual Backbone

At start-up, each agent broadcasts helio messages in order to discover their neighbor

hood. When an agent realizes the neighbor's table has not changed for a period of time

o, it wiU increase the broadcast transmission interval T by a constant A in order to

save energy.

When an agent has no neighbors, rule Ri is applied; then the agent acquires the

role any. After an agent detects some neighbors; there is more than one rule to follow.

depending ou the neighbors' roles. When in the agent's neighborhood there is no

leader, rule i?2 ¡s applied and this agent acquires the role of leader. An agent becomes

a member when either R3 or R__, is applied, i.e., when either it detects only one leader

in its neighborhood or it loses its leadership due to its low weight. Whenever an agent

detects more than one leader, it changes its role from member to gateway. through the

application of rule R¿.

2.3.4 Leader Role

The most important role of an agent in the network is leader. Leader agents are respon

sible for carrying out all the communication in the group. For this reason leader agents

must have the highest weight, i.e.. they cover most of the agents in the neighborhood

and have the highest residual energy. For computing the agent's weight. we consider

lü



2.3 MWAC-based algorithm

only the number of neighbors and the residual energy (weight(u) = deg(u) * e„). This

weight. however. could change according to the environment we are considering.

Initially, when au agent discovers at least one neighbor, this agent will seek a leader

among its neighbors: if it does not find one, it becomes the leader (R2). After that,

when agents take on some of the available roles, a conflict could arise because two or

more agents are leaders in the same group; when this situation happens (Ri), it is

necessary to reach an agreement to select only one leader. In order to keep the role of

leader, the agent must have the highest weight in the list of the conflicted agents (R_\).

2.3.5 Bridge Role

Alone agent

Segmented Network

Figure 2.1: Construction process
- Clustering process of network

In order ro carry out the bridge role, the agent must satisfy certain requirements. It

is difficult to know which agent must be a bridge agent. because agents are aware only

of their own neighborhood, i.e.. the agents do not perceive other agents beyond their

one-hop neighbors. One of the objectives of this algorithm is to maintain complete

connectivity: however. the network may be created in a segmented way (see Figure

2.1b).
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2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

A solution to solve the segmentation problem could be to start a process of reorga-

nizing any of the segments in the network, i.e., every member that detects an inconsis

tency must inform its leader about the situation. Then the leader agent searches for

the group's id involved in the segmentation problem. After that, if the leader agent

does not find this id, it will start the reorganization in order to alleviate the segmen

tation. However, every leader agent that detects the inconsistency will execute this

procedure; this is both time-consuming and energy-consuming. The previous solution

not only wastes a great deal of energy, due to excessive message usage; it also fails to

ensure good reorganization and overall connectivity in the affected sub-network. To

avoid these shortcomings, it is preferable to use bridge agents.

Every time a member agent satisfies the rule R$, it generates an event that involves

the sending of a bridge request message to v (BR(v)). After that, when a member agent

receives a bridge request from v, it becomes a bridge and returns a bridge acknowledge

message to v (Rg). Now, when a member agent u receives an acknowledge message

from v, it becomes a bridge agent, as shown in Figure 2.1d.

2.3.6 Gateway Role

The task of the gateway agent is to communicate with the leaders. In most cases, more

than one gateway communicates with the same set of leaders. In order to alleviate the

redundancy problem, a gateway agent will turn inactive if either rule Rio or Ru is

satisfied. Let us suppose a gateway u. This gateway turns inactive if the set of leaders

in its neighborhood is equal to the set of leaders of one gateway neighbor v, and at the

same time, the id of u is lower than the id of v, or the set of leaders of u is included

within the set of leaders of one gateway neighbor.

2.3.7 Energy Management

The self-organization approach dynamically adjusts the transmission range of each

agent in order to improve network connectivity. Each agent u can send its information

to all agents within its transmission range by one-hop broadcasting.

Some member agents do not need to use the máximum transmission power to com

municate with their leaders. It is better for a member agent to adjust its transmission

power just to reach its leader. In this manner. a member agent uses just the necessary
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2.4 An Energy-Efflcient Self-Organized Algorithm EESOA

energy (Figure 2.2). In order to calcúlate the optimal transmission power, we are using

the following equation (9):

Rtx,„.„ =

RXthreshold * -Pr.V

Prx
(2.7)

where

• Rt.x„„„ is the necessary transmission power to communicate with a leader agent.

• RXii„-rféoltl is tne minimum signal strength to receive the packet. If one packet is

received whose signal strength is stronger than RXthreshold, the packet is received

correctly, otherwise it is discarded.

• Pr.\ is the transmitted power.

• Prx is the received power.

a) Unit Disk Graph b) Reduced transmission range

Figure 2.2: Reduction of transmission range
- Energy saving by reduction of trans

mission range

2.4 An Energy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm EESOA

2.4.1 Description of the algorithm

The structure generated by the proposed algorithm is based in groups. which it is

composed by nodes that may adopt four different roles (leader, gateway. member and
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2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

a) b)

O

O

Leader node

Gateway node

Member node

O Waiting node

Active link

Inactive link

Figure 2.3: Virtual backbone step by step - a) first step. b) second step. c) full

connected network.

bridge); there is only one leader per group. Leaders are in charge of doing all the com

munication inside the group they coordínate. Thus, it is necessary to choose the more

suitable nodes to play the leader role. The gateway node makes the communication

between the leaders; it can communicate more than two leaders. In this way the virtual

backbone is formed with leaders and gateways. Then, the communication is carried out

by mean of these nodes. The member node only takes care of its own tasks, and there

can be zero o more members connected to one leader. Figure 2.3 shows the backbone

formation under this strategy.

Because the algorithm is localized as well as the MWAC-based algorithm. it is

impossible to determine a whole connection by using only leaders and gateways as

backbone. Figure 2.4d shows a structure where the backbone does not connect the

whole network with oidy leaders and gateways, because of communication between

members is not defined; this situation is called segmentation. By using bridge nodes.

the different network segments can be connected.

Using the helio message. the proposed algorithm is able to build the backbone by
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2.4 An Energy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm EESOA

means of inhibiting the neighborhood. This is done in the following way, whenever

a liello message is sent by a leader, it will inhibit all nodes that receive the message.

Whenever a new node arrives to the network, if it receives a helio message from a leader,

the node will be iuhibited and become member. If no helio message from any leader

is received. the node stars discovering its neighborhood, then it follows the proposed

algorithm.

A node that is not iuhibited by a neighbor will get the leader role as long as it has

the greatest weight in the group, with ties broken by the node id. A node wiU wait if it

has an uninhibited neighbor either with a greater weight or with the same weight but

with a greater id. After a node u takes the role of leader, it broadcast an inhibiting

message. After receiving this message, all the u's neighbors will be inhibited. A node

will switch to gateway as long as it is inhibited by more than one leader. If a node is

inhibited by only one leader, then it takes the member role. This behavior is described

in the Algorithm 1.

a) Original graph b) Organization

c) Gateway #6 is removed d) Leader #19 is removed

Figure 2.4: Virtual backbone reorganization

The segmentation problem can be solved by using bridge nodes. In order to connect

different segments of the network. a member node it will get the bridge role if it fulfills

the following conditions:
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2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

Algorithm 1 Energy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm

N(u) = {v£V\(u,v) £_.}

fi(u) = {v £ N(u)\inhibitv = false}

X(u) = {v £ N(u)\roleu = leader}

procedure EESOA

if N(u)>0 then

if inhibit-u = false, roleu **¿ leader then

if Vv £ fi(„), Wu > VF„ then

if jit; £ H(m), Wu = Wv, idu < idu then

role„ *- leader

send.pkts(INHIBITED, N(u))

end if

end if

end if

if inhibitu = true then

if |X(_)| = 1 then

role,, <— member

TREAT_CLUSTERS

else

roleu *— gateway

TREAT_GATEWAYS

end if

end if

end if

end procedure
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2.4 An Energy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm EESOA

• ti has a neighbor <• with the role of member or bridge and the v's group-id is

different of u's group-/'/.

• There is not a bridge node in the neighborhood of u.

• There are not gateway nodes w connecting a leader node with the id equal to the

r'.s group-id.

Each member node has a leader in its neighborhood, and most of the time these

meniber nodes are at the edge of segments, i.e., these rnember nodes can see each other

even though there is no a defined connection between them. That is why member nodes

are those that turn to bridge role. In this way, bridge nodes connect segments where

possible. These steps are described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Cluster Managing Algorithm

1: IDU is the group-id of u

2: function TREAT_CLl STERS

3: if jSt" £ N(X(u))\role__, = bridge then

4: if 3r £ N(u)\IDv _£ IDu,role_, = bridge, connv = u then

5: roleu *■—■ bridge

íi: conn,, *— ¡>

7: else

8: for c £ N(u)\IDv ,¿ IDU, roleL, = member do

9: if $w £ A'(u)|ro¿e_ = gateway, IDV £ X(w),v is available then

10: role,, — bridge

11: end if

12: end for

13: end if

14: else

15: i/ is not available for being bridge

IG: end if

17: end function

As it can be seen in Figure 2.1. the result of removing the gateway node 6 from

Figure 2.4b is the backbone shown in Figure 2.4c. When the node 6 disappears from the

network. then rnember nodes 7 and 13 realize that the conditions to be a bridge node are

satisfied. Afterwards. these nodes switch to bridge role to fix a possible segmentation.
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2. SELF-ORGANIZED ALGORITHMS

2.4.2 Neighbors Table Management

Neighborhood management essentially has three operations: insertion, erasure, and

updating. Each node broadcasts helio messages to discover its neighborhood. Since all

these nodes wake up at the same time, EESOA attempts to schedule the instants at

which nodes send their broadcast messages, so that not all nodes send their messages

at once. This scheduling helps to avoid collisions. In order to do this, a random time

i between 0 and £ is computed when the node starts the algorithm. Afterwards, the

node will send helio messages at intervals of T.

Each node keeps a frequency counter for each entry in its own table. On insertion,

counter entries referring to neighbors in the node's table are set to p. As the messages

of the local node neighborhood reach the node, new discovered nodes will be inserted

in the table as neighbors, if there is bidirectional communication between them. This

means that the insertion is done when the node receives an acknowledgment from

another node, which received its helio message. In every cycle or unit of time, the

count of all entries is decremented by one. Each time that the node receives a message

from a node in the neighbor table, it will reset the neighbor valué count to p. As time

passes, if the count of some neighbor reach zero, it will be dropped out by erasing its

entry in the neighbors table.

At the beginning, each node starts the algorithm when the neighbors table has not

received a new node entry for a period of o * T rounds.

2.4.3 Increasing Network lifetime

2.4.3.1 Redundant Gateways

Most of the time more than one gateway connects the same leaders. It is obvious that

duplícate gateways will affect the overall energy consumption, and consequently the

network lifetime is reduced. Sometimes, in order to establish communication among

a. set of leaders it is only necessary one gateway. When the gateway node depletes its

energy, it is no longer able to communicate its leaders. In this way, another gateway

must be available to maintain the communication between leaders.

This situation can be described as follows: Suppose that tv is a gateway. if the leader

set of w is a subset of other gateway _ leader set, which is inside its neighborhood. it will

switch to member node. If the w's set of leaders is exactly the same as other gateway s
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2.4 An Energy-Efficient Self-Organized Algorithm EESOA

leader set. and id„. is lower than the other one, then w will switch to member node as

well (see Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 3 Redundant Gateways Algorithm
1: function TREAT .GATEWAYS

2: for t> £ .V(u)|rofey = gateway do

3: if X(u) C X(v) then

4: if X(u) = X(r) then

5: if idu < itlr_, then

6: roleu <— member

7: end if

8: else

9: role,, <•— member

10. end if

11: end if

12: end for

13: end function

Gateway nodes that left their role, i.e., gateways that turned to member due to

redundauey. will join to the leader with the strongest signal strength, max{P¡ix,,\v £

Ar/(w)}. Finally. gateway nodes that switched to member cannot take the role of bridge.

2.4.3.2 Reorganization

Often changes can happen in the environment due to new obstacles, movement of nodes,

starvation or failure of a node. increasing the loss rate of a link, etc. Therefore, when

a node dies. reorganization must be carried out. A complex situation appears when

leaders die or move because they are in charge of the communication in the group.

Figure 2. Ib shows a piece of network including thirteen nodes. Let us suppose the

gateway with id number 6 dies; when node 7 detects the gateway is missing. it makes

the communication through node 13 by using the bridge role. Figure 2.4d shows how

the reorganization is carried out if the departed node is a leader.
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2.5 Common properties for MWAC-based and EESOA

2.5.1 Sensor Networks

Sensor networks in event detection have long periods of inactivity; such networks are

also expected to be dense, and thus their redundancy can be exploited, allowing several

agents to turn off their radio to conserve energy. In these networks, connectivity needs

to be maintained in such a way that if an agent with inactive radío senses something of

importance; it can become active, and then successfully transmit the information. In

this case, if member agents have to sense and send the information after long periods

of time, it is not necessary to keep them awake. It is better to turn the member agent

to sleep mode to save energy and increase the network's lifetime.

A gateway agent maintains the communication among leader agents, i.e., it main

tains the communication among groups in the network. Usually, in order to maintain

máximum connectivity in the network with the lowest power consumption, the redun

dant gateway agents should go into inactive mode. If one active gateway agent runs out

of energy, one of the inactive gateway agents must be awakened instantly to replace the

dying agent. This agent scheduling algorithm guarantees overall network connectivity

as long as possible.

As we know, a leader agent needs more energy than other agents. That is why it

is necessary to design a strategy to maintain its leadership as long as possible, because

after a leader agent dies, it is necessary to reconfigure its neighborhood. In order to

delay this situation, when a leader agent has less energy than a threshold a, it will

reduce its transmission range down to 50% while it maintains at least two gateway or

bridge agents to maintain communication. Whenever the energy residual of the leader

agent is less than a threshold 0, it will not maintain its role and will have to become a

member agent.

2.5.2 Broadcast

Since Communications dominates the energy consumption, it is necessary to avoid send

ing messages as much as possible. Therefore, the time interval T between two broad

casts of helio messages will depend on the environment. After the neighbors table does

not insert a new node in a time elapse a * T, the broadcast transmission period will

be increased by a constant valué A once. Therefore. the node will transmit a helio
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message ill the interval T + A. Thus, the energy consumption can be minimized. It is

worth mentioniug that this does not affect the finding of new neighbors since a node

that joins the network asks for neighbors.

Different events can change the neighbors table such as: joining of a new node, a

node leave the network, failure of nodes or simply the node dies because its energy

is over; even a more likely situation is the movement of nodes inside the network.

Therefore, if the neighbor table changes the parameters, the broadcast transmission

must be restarted.

When the node changes the role, it restarts the transmission power and broadcast

transmission interval, and resets the initial valúes.

2.5.3 Overhearing

In these kinds of networks, by overhearing, a node can recognize the source and the des

tination of packets transmitted by the neighbor nodes. Based on the overheard informar

tion. the algorithm forms the clusters without additional packet transmission overhead

such as advertisement, announcement, joining, and scheduling messages. Specifically,

we have focused on the minimum power topology problem, where the aim is to assign

transmission powers according to the node's role in such a way that all the nodes are

connected by bidirectional links, and the total power consumption over the networks is

minimized.

In short, the differences between the base algorithm (26) and our strategy are given

below:

1. Member nodes can adjust their transmission range.

2. The leader holds the leadership for a longer time by using the strategy of varying

its power transmission.

3. Redundant gateways are turned off in order to save energy.

4. All the agents vary their broadcast transmission interval.

5. The bridge role is designed to alleviate the segmentation problem.
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2.5.4 Topology Control

In order to genérate a network with the desired properties, topology control is used.

This technique tunes the range assignment to optimize the energy consumption without

changing the network structure.

For example, a node w having a gateway role will adjust its transmission power by

computing the necessary power level, then it wiU choose the máximum valué among the

leaders (max{RTxv\v £ Nl(w)}). In the same way, members can compute the optimal

power transmission by using the reception threshold of its leader.

In order to change the transmission power, the nodes must wait a certain time,

because if the mobility of nodes is too high, a bad structure can be formed. In this

way, whenever a gateway or member node keeps the role for an elapsed time k, it wiU

execute the procedure for adjusting the retransmission power. In this way, when a node

decides to reduce the transmission power the network structure is not affected.

2.6 Strategy for selecting the weight

Most of the time the wireless network is modeled as deterministic links. This may be

reasonable and convenient in wired networks. However, in mobile ad-hoc networks. due

to the interference, physical distance and the like, links are not completely available.

Under the deterministic model, any pair of nodes in a network is either fully connected

or completely disconnected. However, in most real applications the deterministic model

cannot fully characterize the behavior of wireless links. There is a transitional región

where a pair of nodes is probabilistically connected. Such pairs of nodes are not fully

connected but reachable via the so called lossy links. As reported in ( J), there are often

much more lossy links than fully connected links. Therefore, their impact can hardly

be neglected (20).

2.6.1 Problem Formulation

For any node i and a node j, e-y represents the link between them. The valué p,y

which indicates the packet loss probability in e¿j link, is called the reliability of the link

between the node i and the node j.

The probability that node i can successfully directly deliver a packet to node j is

(1 -Píj)- This means that. on average, to transmit a packet on link c¡j. the packet has
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to be retransmitted 1/(1 —

p_j) times. Therefore, the energy consumption and delay of

the link will be proportional to 1/(1 - py).

2.6.2 Link Probability Estimation

The wide variation iu delivery rates for networks suggests that routing protocols may

often choose links that are high enough quality to pass routing packets, but which still

have substantial loss rates.

The Window Mean with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (WMEWMA)

estimator is used to compute the link reliabiUty (45).

2.6.2.1 WMEWMA

Input to the estimator include packet arrivals M, and periodic timer events T. Each

packet contains a transmitter ID and a Unk sequence number. Since a lost packet does

not genérate any message arrival events, every M is equivalent to zero or more packet

loss events foliowed by a packet success event. Let P be the current estimation, t be

the time stamp of the last M event, m be the number of known missed packets based

on sequence number difference. and k be a guess on the number of missed packets based

on R over a time window between the current T event and the last M or T event.

The tuning parameters are t and a. Let t be the time window represented in number

of message opportunities between two T events. and 0 < a < 1. The algorithm works

as follows: P' is only updated at each T event. In the time t between two T events,

let r be the number of received messages (i.e. number of l's in M events), and / be

the total number of missed packets. /. from aU M events and the current T event. The

mean p
= r/(r + /). and P' = P' * a + (1

—

a) * p.

Figure 2.5 shows how the estimator behaves when the probability of success changes

as time passes for a certain link. Initially the probability of success is 80%. then after

a while the probability changes to 20% and finaUy it changes to 99%.

In considering the expected number of transmissions of a link. it is important to

determine link quality for both directions. Link pairs that are very good in one direction

tend to be good in both directions. and pairs that are very bad in one direction tend to

be bad in both directions (ln). This does not mean that nodes will compute the same

weight for the same link.
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Figure 2.5: wmewma link estimator - Estimation of a link of 80%, 20% and 99% of

delivery success.

In order to assign the weight to the link, the nodes will choose the highest valué as

follows:

p
= max(pi},pjí)

Then

Wy
=

Wji
= 1/(1

-

p)

ln this way, this estimation can be used to determine the leader weight (w,) as

follows:

iv,
= ]T Wij

i

Afterwards. the group can be formed by choosing nodes that have the lowest ir¡ valué

in the neighborhood, i.e., The leaders will be the nodes that have the best connection

in the neighborhood.
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2.6 Strategy for selecting the weight

As described before. there is a way to obtain the weight to know how good a node

is based on connectivity. Thus, different metrics can be defined to get a good virtual

structure depending on the environment the structure will be used.
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Chapter 3

Global Approach

Abstract. This chapter presents two global solutions for setting up an optimum virtual

backbone while satisfying connectivity requirements. A multi-objective optimization

approach by using particle swarm optimization is addressed for obtaining this optimum

virtual backbone.

3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization Approach

Among the existing approaches to solve the problem of networking, one of the most

promising is the one based on the property of independent sets (3). In this approach,

sensors in a network can be studied as independent sets. Therefore, the goal is to

set up an optimum virtual backbone while satisfying the connectivity requirements.

Nevertheless. it has been proven that the optimal node selection problem is a NP-

complete problem (2).

The independent dominating set problem has been widely studied in the wireless

networking community given its applications to ad-hoc routing. However, finding a

Maximal Independent Set (MIS) is clearly a combinatorial problem. Therefore, it is

necessary to use an approximation method to solve efficiently this kind of problems. One

of the most promising techniques for approximation is the Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO). Even though the original PSO was designed for continuous optimization, it can

be extended to opérate on combinatorial binary search spaces. Furthermore, PSO can
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be adapted to work with discrete variables by simply defining the operations to obtain

the velocity and the position valúes of the particles.

3.1.1 Combinatorial Problems

Several works on binary combinatorial problems have been already proposed. For ex

ample, Ornar et al. (24) introduces a new particle swarm optimizer based on discrete

searches for the permutation and combinatorial optimization problem of graphs forma

tion. It is used for describing multi-vehicles systems and distributed mobile networks.

The approach addressed in that work considers two planar graphs G\ and Gi, where

the objective is to find a permutation set of G\ such that the two sets of vértices are

brought into correspondence, where the correspondence is defined between vértex sets

of Gi and G_\- Specifically, the problem is the identification of an isomorphism that is

topologicaUy equivalent to the desired formation graph, such that the position of each

vértex satisfies some optimality condition.

The Steiner Tree Problem (STP) in graphs is one of the most important múltiple

destination routing problems, which is NP-hard as well. Given a network graph, the

goal of STP is to find out a minimal spanning tree that connects the source and all the

destination nodes. One of the works in this field was introduced by Wen-Lian et al.

(50), in which a novel discrete PSO algorithm was proposed to solve the STP.

Issues of node deployment (46), localization (5) (6), energy-aware clustering (-17)

(27) (42), and data-aggregation have been formulated as optimization problems as well.

An overview of PSO, issues in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and a brief survey of

recent PSO-based solutions to the WSN issues are presented in (29).

3.1.2 Proposed Approach

In this chapter, a novel algorithm is introduced to efficiently genérate an energy-efficient

communication strategy for low-resource large-scale wireless ad-hoc networks. The

network is modeled as a graph, and then a PSO is applied for finding the optimal MIS,

which provides a global solution for a. given ad-hoc network. By using this strategy,

a method for calculating an optimal virtual backbone in wireless ad-hoc networks is

proposed. Furthermore, it is showed through empirical analysis that the algorithm will

produce solutions within a constant factor of optimality.
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3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization Approach

3.1.3 Ad-Hoc Networking

3.1.3.1 Clustering

In the design of wireless networks, it is often required to connect the whole network

using the less quantity of resources. Cluster-based control structures allow a more

efficient use of resources because a hierarchical view of the created network through

clustering decreases the complexity of procedure of créate network. This is especially

true in sensors networks composed by a large number of individual nodes.

On a topology level, clustering is usually done by grouping nodes inside a certain

transmission area, which are then controlled by a designated leader node (36). Elements

of each group play different roles such as leader, gateway, bridge, and member as

mentioned in previous chapter (See Figure 3.1).

b)

edge © Leader Q- Bridge
non-group edge -^Gateway O Member

Figure 3.1: Clustering for global approach a) Original graph, b) One possible

configuration
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3.1.3.2 Network modeling

The vértices in a MIS / are designated as leaders. Consequently, for each o £ I,

N[v] = N(v) U {v} forms a group. The nodes in the wireless network are weighted

appropriately to find a weighted backbone that can yield the more suitable leaders.

3.1.4 Optimization Approach

The proposed approach search a subset of vértices of smallest cardinality, which is both

independent and dominating in a graph having a structure sprang off from a wireless

communication topology. This subset wiU construct groups within the network. and a

hierarchical view of the network is obtained. To the best of our knowledge, a polyno

mial time algorithm for this problem is not known in the literature. Many optimization

problems, including the Minimum Dominating and Máximum Independent Set prob

lems remain NP-complete even when restricting the input to this class of graplis (23).

Given a vértex cover of a graph, all vértices which are not in the cover define an indepen

dent set; and because the vértex cover problem is NP-complete (19), then computing

the MIS is also NP-complete.

3.1.4.1 Probability for the Random Variables

The random variables gi and ra¿ are introduced to describe the event the node v¡ takes

the role of gateway and member respectively. The g?; and rn, are defined as Bernoulli

random variables. For example:

I 0 if Vi is not a gateway
9i
= r ., .

,
(3.1)

II it Vi is a gateway

m, is defined in the same way. Afterwards, the probability of event c, to be a

gateway or not a gateway is defined as follows:

'-1í\ví) = i
1

fg(9i\Vi)={, \AT ,_'[]_ \
'

(3.2)
|A-(...,)|£{0.1}

\NL(r,)\ > 1

Also. the random variable ni, is defined as a random variable with the following

probability distribution:

ÍO if \NL(v,)\ + 1

fm(m,\v_)= i
. (¿.¿)

1 lf |AT_ (»,*)| = 1
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Selecting a leader is the most important issue in the network formation. The virtual

backbone is built by using the nodes with the best capability. Therefore, a weight

function needs to be defined.

_•„
= q * |r(u)| + (1

-

q) * |r(C(w))| (3.4)

Where _■„ define the weight of a node u, and \A\ is the cardinality of a given set A.

The variable o £ [0. 1] is used to express a complementary weight between N(u) and

r(C(u)). The next equations compute the average valué p between the S(G) and A(G)

iu order to calcúlate the probability of a node to be leader.

S(G) + A(G)
»x

=

2
(3'5^

5C(G) + AC(G)
/'c

=

g
í3'6-1

p
= a * pN + (1 - a) * pc (3.7)

Then. the probability of a leader is defined by using the logistic distribution:

F,(ü,_;„. .) = Pr(X < __) =
1 + e_l^)/s (3-8)

where
_„

is the random variable, p is the mean, and s is a parameter proportional

to the standard deviation.

3.1.4.2 Multi-Objective Problem

Given a set of nodes. Y = {v\. t'i.
* - *

. i'.v} randomly deployed. Our problem has the

following characterization: Energy-efficiency is of the utmost importance. as it is closely

related to the network lifetime. Furthermore. virtual backbone connectivity ought to

be as energy-efficient as possible because of batteries can not be replaced. That is why

it is necessary to find a subset / C V such that logically the number of:

Obj 1 Inactive links are maximized

Obj 2 Leaders are minimized: this is one of the most important objectives because

rhe leader nodes are those that form the groups.
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Obj 3 Radio members to leader are maximized: member nodes are in charge of doing

their own task, since the more member nodes are selected, the more energy is

saved.

Obj 4 Gateways are minimized: it is only necessary n
— í gateways per n leaders.

Obj 5 Clusters are minimized: while less bridge nodes are used, it wiU be better.

Obj 6 Finally, it maximizes the probability to be leader: it is necessary to build the

backbone through the nodes with higher degree.

The subset I is considered as the optimal set to build the virtual backbone, where

each v £ I is a leader.

After a MIS has been computed, it is necessary to define which nodes are gateways,

members and bridges. Then, in order to describe the Multi-Objective Optimization

Problem (MOOP), the following sets are defined:

• The gateway vértices set of G is defined as Vg = {v € V : fg(g\v) = 1} (equation

3.2).

• The rnember vértices set of G is defined as Vm = {v £ Y : fm(rn\v) = 1} (equation

3.3).

Notice that when there is no direct communication between some leader and gate

way throughout the network, there are more than one cluster or sub-network (See

Figure 3.1). The function Sub(I) provides the number of clusters in the network given

a MIS.

Finally, the objective functions are formulated as follows:

Max h = \E\E'\ (3.9)

Min f2 = |7| (3.10)

Max f3 = \Vm\ (3.11)

Min fi = \Vg\ (3.12)

Max h = Y^Fi(u) (3.13)

Min f6 = Sub(I) (3.14)
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Subject to:

Vu 6 V\I, Sv € / : (u, v) £ E (3.15)

Therefore, any solution / wiU be a feasible solution to the problem if / is a MIS,

i.e., / C V satisfies the requirement that each vértex in V\7 is neighbor to at least one

vértex in /. As stated later. the solution to this MOOP is a set / C V.

3.1.4.3 Pareto-Optimality

To apply a PSO algorithm in multi-objective optimization, the single-objective scheme

has to be modified to cope with the fact that the solution of a problem with múltiple

objectives is not a single one but a set of non-dominated solutions (7).

In order to handle both minimization and maximization of múltiple objective func

tions, it is used the operator ■_ between two solutions x% and X2 as xi *_ 12 denotes

that solution xi is better than solution X2 on a particular objective. Similarly, x\ >_ x_\

for a particular objective implies that solution x\ is no worse than solution _2 on this

objective (12).

Definition 3.1.1. A solution x\ dominates other solution X2 iff both conditions 1 and

2 are true:

1. The solution ./■ is no worse than X2 in all objectives, or fj(x_) if_ fj(_x_i) for all

j = 1.2, • • •

. M. Where .1/ is the number of objective functions.

2. The solution X] Ls strictly better than X2 in at least one objective, or fj(xi) *_

fj(T-i) for at least one j = {1, 2, ■ • •

, il/}.

3.1.5 Particle Swarm Optimization

3.1.5.1 Basic PSO Strategy

Traditional PSO algorithms are directly applicable to evolutionary search strategies

limited to continuous search spaces problems. Therefore. it is necessary to modify PSO

for applications in combinatorial optimization problems of wireless ad-hoc networks.

PSO is in principle a multi-agent parallel search technique, which consists of three

steps. namely. generating positions and velocities of particles, velocity update, and

position update. Particles are conceptual entities that constitute a swarm, which fly
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through the multidimensional search space. It finds the global optimum by simply

adjusting the trajectory of each individual towards its own best location and towards

the best particle of the swarm at each generation of evolution (37).

In order to update the velocity r¿. and position ofthe particle j*¿. the next equations

are used in conventional PSO algorithms:

r,(f + 1) = wv,(t) + ciRt \pBest,(t)
-

x,(í)] + c2R2 [gBe-st.(t)
-

.r,*(í)]

Xi(t + l)=xi(t) + v,(t + l) (3.16)

where w is the inertia weight; i = 1,2,--- ,q indicates the number of particles

in the population: t = 1,2. ■■■ .t,nax. indicates the generations (iterations). v_ =

\pi\. ««2i * * *

• í'm]T is the velocity of the ith particle; pBesti and gBest i represents the

best previous position of the ith particle and global best position in the swarm respec

tively.

Positive constants c\ and c-2 are the cognitive and social factors respectively. which

are the acceleration constants responsible for varying the particle velocity towards

pBest and gBest. respectively. Variables i?i and Ro are two random variables with

uniform distribution in the range [0, 1].

3.1.5.2 The discrete PSO

Now, a new PSO algorithm is proposed; it determines an optimal virtual backbone

given a graph of a wireless network to improve the network lifetime.

First of aU. the parameters are initialized; a random position and velocity are given

to even* particle. The position of a particle is encoded as a binary string x,(t) =

(.r,i.x¡2.
* * ..(',„) where x,j Ls 1 if the jth node in the particle <• i.-> selected as leader.

otherwise it will be 0.

A recursive algorithm is used to genérate q possible solutions for a set of Y nodes.

In order to ensure a complete exploration a MIS drawing upon each vértex is generated.

Algorithm 1 receives two nodes (initially u;, and v represent the same node. and

then up will be the previous visited uode). and puts a solution in / that satisfy the

constrains for the desired structure.
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Algorithm 4 calculateMIS(o,,. v)

Require: tl G(Y,E)

Ensure: .MIS = l

/-/u{,}

.Y,. - -V, u{U/,}
while 3(/ £ .V(c) : u <¿ {/ U N,(v)} do

.Y1.(l*)*-.V,.(,*)U{U}

while 3tc € A'(«) : ic £ X{I] do

calculate.MIS(u. ir)

end while

end while

The velocity is represented as i*,(í) = (i',i- 1',2,
* • •

•(_■) where r,j are randomly

initialized following a uniform distribution in the range of [0, 1].

A problem that arises when using the global best position is that after a number of

iterations. the swarm collapses due to complete diversity loss. This implies that further

exploration is not possible and the particles can perform only local search around their

convergence point. This point possibly lies in the neighborhood of the overaU best

position (>7).

The former problem is addressed by introducing the coucept of neighborhood. The

main idea is to reduce the global information exchange scheme for a more local one,

where information is diffused only in a reduced number of swarm particles at each iter

ation. More precisely. each particle assumes a set of other particles to be its neighbors,

and at each iteration. it cominuuicates its best position only to these particles. instead

of to the whole swarm. This strategy einulates those used in random field operators as

the Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hastings sampler (40).

This can be expressed formally. Let p, be the ith particle of a swarm S = {p\.po. ■—/></}-

Then. a neighborhood oí p, is defined as NB, = {p.,,.pr,2. •• • -Pnr}, where {n*. no, •■ ■

.n>} C

{1.2.
■ ■ -

.i)} is the set of Índices of its neighbors. The topology used for the formation

of neighborhoods is based on particle Índices. Thus. the neighborhood of p¡ can be

defined as: XB,¡= {p,~r-P, r-i-
* *

'Pi-l-Pi-Pi-W" -Pi-r-i-P,-,}: the neighborhood

radius /* will depend on the number of vértices in G.

hi thLs case. /?• and R? should be cousidered as random N-dimensional vectors with

their components uniformly distributed within [0. lj. and c*i and c> are ehminated. The
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inertia weight w shaU be selected such that the effect of u*(t) fades during the execution

of the PSO algorithm. Thus, a decreasing valué of u* along time is preferable. This

scheme for w can be mathematically described as follows:

w(t) = wup
-

(wup
-

wlmü)
—

(3.17)

where t stands for the iteration counter; wiaw and wup are the desirable lower and

upper bounds of w; and Tmax is the total allowed number of iterations (37).

Finding the non-dominated set from a given set of solutions is similar in principie

to finding the minimum of a set of real numbers. The dominance relation _¡ defined

previously can be used to identify the best of two given solutions.

A weighted density estimator De is used to sort the set of non-dominated solutions.

-De = 71 * /i - 72 * h + 73 * /3
-

74 * fi + 75 * h ~

76 * h, (3.18)

where V_?=1 7*
= 1.

The strategy used to find the non-dominated set is the efficient method by Kung et

al. (12). This method works as follows:

Step 1 Sort the population according to the descending order of importance in the

density estimator (De) and rename the population as P of size N.

Step 2 Front(P) If |P| = 1, return P as the output of Front(P). Otherwise, T =

Front(pW> - pd-0!/2») and B = Front(P^'2^ - P(|P|)). If the ith non

dominated solution of B is not dominated by any non-dominated solution of

T, créate a merged set Pno,i = TU {i}. Return Pno„ as the output of Front(P).

What finally returns from Step 2 is the non-dominated set.

3.1.5.3 PSO for the addressed problem

Each particle can store the best position it has ever visited during its search. but the

best position is not a single valué. Actually, it is a non-dominated set. Given a particle

Pi, every new position ,r, the particle finds is stored into its own non-dominated set

NDsí, and then the Front(-) method is applied.
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At each iteration, after the best personal positions are updated, the local best

positions in the neighborhood are computed; LNDsí = Uj^nBíNDsj, then the Front(-)

method is applied also to eliminate the dominated positions.

Considering the previous modifications, (3.16) is rewritten as:

iv(í + 1) - wvi(t) + Ri[pBesi:i(t)-Xi(t)] + R2_lBesti(t)-Xi(t)] (3.19)

where pBcsti(t) = NDsíj, and IBesti = LNDsíj; the j index is chosen randomly,

in order to ensure a further exploration. During the iterations, the particle wiU be

updated and evaluated repeatedly until the máximum iteration.

Now a movement through the search space by specifying the equations of motion

must be performed. R_ [pBesf¿(í ) - x,(t)] gives a velocity as well as R<¿ [lBesti(t) — x¿(í)].

where the subtraction operation (— ) between xBesti and x¡ position is computed by

the following equation:

xBestu
-

Xij
= (

° Íf Xij
= l

(3.20)
I xBestij otherwise

In this regard. the next step is to add each velocity term in equation 3.19. In order

to ensure the valúes of the velocity are in the range of [0, 1] it is necessary to introduce

a mechanism in such a way that the accumulated velocity of each position j oí the

velocity v, is further bounded by means of the following constraint:

«..(t +D-í1 if^' + 1)>1
(3.21)

I Vij (t + 1) otherwise

Once the velocity has been computed, the position of the particle is calculated. In

order to do the sum (+) operation between x¿(t) and v,(t + 1) (see equation 3.16),

a position ; £ {k : /,;.
= 1} is randomly selected. Then, the j position in x, will

switch to 1. In addition. a mechanism is introduced such that the new position x of

each particle p is further bounded by means of position constrains. To this end, an

interesting property has been found in the MIS problem such that it can be modified

without loss of independence.

Definition 3.1.2. Given sets .4 = {x|.r represents a MIS}. B = {1.2 N} and

A' = {x'\.Y n.presents n MIS}. The function tp : A x B —> A' is defined as ¿(x,,Xjj) =

.<*' which is computed as follows.
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1. Xij
= 1

2. Visa. <= Ni(xtj), Xik = 0.

3. Vx,-, £ N(xik). if |aV_(a*,,)| = 0 then x„
= 1.

Proposition 1. Given a particle x, such that the set of leaders forms a MIS in G and

an index that represents a particular vértex in .r¡. If function y»(x,.x*j) is applied to

any x¿ £ A, then the result x' represents a MIS.

Pwof. First, we will ñame x, as x' after the function -p is performed. Now. the graph

G(V, E), where leaders are x'¡, is split in three different subgraphs:

I. X = G(N[xij], Ei) where Ei C E are the edges between the nodes in N(xíj).

2. Y = G(Vy = {xu\x¡i £ N(xik) A xik e Nl(xíj)} \ V\.E2) where E2 C E are the

edges between the nodes in Vy.

3. Z = (V \{VX UVY},E\{Ei\JE2}).

The changes produced by the application of (1), (2) and (3) in definition 3.1.2 can

only affect no more than 2-hops, i.e., the leader set in the neighbors of .r(J and j;__.

Thus, we only need to prove that in each subgraph .Y. Y and Z, their sets of leaders

form a MIS. And from this, when we consider the unión of the sets of vértices and the

set of edges of the graphs X. Y and Z, the unión of the sets of leaders forms a MIS in

G. i.e., the leaders in xj forms a MIS in G. To accomplish this. we will prove that for

each subgraph X, Y their set of leaders form an independent set. which is a MIS.

First, starting with X, let suppose the set of leaders A'; C A' is not mi independent

set in X. Then, there must be two vértices x.y £ X¡ representing ¡ui edge. but |.Y/| = 1

because of operation (2). Therefore, X¡ is an independent set and maximal. Now. let

us suppose the set of leaders Y¡ of Y does not form an independent set. Thus. there

must be two vértices x.y £ Y¡ such that. (x.y) £ Y(E). This is not possible because

of operation (3). Then, Y_ is an independent set and maximal also. Now. Z¡ C Z is

an independent set because of the construction of Z. ln addition. the leaders in Z are

an independent set because they were part of the MIS formed by x, before conditions

were applied, and the way operation (3) was applied.

Finally. when taking into account the edges among the graphs (see Figure 3.2):

1. The vértices in the boundary of A' are non-leaders.
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2. Tbe vértices lietween Y and Z are leaders or nou-leaders because of (3). Thus,

two leaders do not share the same edge.

Therefore. the set of leaders iu xj forms an independent set iu G. We have to

determine if this set Ls maximal: assume that there exists a set M of leaders such that

A"*ul'*uZ* C M . Then. there exists a vértex y that isa leader such that y £ X-UYiUZ*.

Clearly. y i Z because of the structure of Z. Then, y there must be in A' or in Y. If

y £ A. then y
=

i,3 because the only leader iu .Y is xtJ. Thus, y £ Y. but again by (3),

if y € )'■ then there are another leader vértex y' such that (y, y') £ E. a contradiction.

Thus. Xt ü Yi U Zi is a MIS. D

Therefore. by using function ,**. it is possible to flip elements iu the particles to

leader role, and as loug as we take caxe of keeping the conditions (1),(2) and (3), the

proposition 1 hold. aud the new position of particle Ls still a MIS.

Figure 3.2 shows the switching of a leader node. Currently in Figure 3.2a nodes

7. 3. 1. 10 and 14 are selected as leaders. Let us suppose that node 0 is elected to be

a leader. Afterwards. nodes 1 and 7 must change their role in order to preserve the

independence property. At the same time the node 5 takes the role of leader because

it does not have auy leader uode as neighbor.

The procedure for huplemeutiug the PSO algorithm using multi-objective criteria

is given below:

Step 1 Initialize a population compound of q particles with random positions and

velocities iu the A" dimensional problem space using the Algorithm 4. Define the

máximum geueratioii r,wnj, and set the generation counter. t = 0.

Step 2 Evalúate the particles and store the non-dominated particles in the set pBest.

Step 3 Compute the density estimator valúes of each non-dominated solution in the

set pBest and then sort the non-dominated solutions based on this valué in

deseendiug order.

Step 4 Delete the dominated solutions by using the Front(-) function.

Step 5 Get the neighborhood IBest of the particle given the valué of r. aud apply the

step 4.
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Figure 3.2: Switching from je, to x', - a) current position of particle .;,. b) x,, turn.- to

leader, c) new position of particle x, .
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Step 6 Select randomly from the set pBest a personal best position as well as the local

best from IBt st.

Step 7 Evalúate (3.19) for obtaining the velocity v¿ for the generation t + 1.

Step 8 Change the position of the particle, x,. according to the mutation operation

in (3.16).

Step 9 Increment the generation counter t in a unit.

Step 10 Return to Step 2 until the Tmax valué is reached.

3.1.5.4 Example

Let xj be the position of the particle pi and its velocity vi in a certain time t. The

current position ofx* is showed in Figure 3.3a.

xi(f) = (1001001010001101010000 1)

vi(t) = (0.5 0 0 0.7 0.2 0.6 0 0.3 0.7 0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 0 0.7 0.6 0.4 0 0 0.8 0 0.1)

Assume that its personal best pBest and local best IBest oí x* is as foUows:

pBesti(t) = (1001001010001100101010 0)

IBesti(t) = (0 101000010010011001000 1)

After the subtraction between the best positions xBesti and xi the result is:

pBesti(t)
- x-(í) = (0 000000000000000101010 0)

IBesti(t)
-

x*(f) = (01000000000100100010000)

When the multiplication is applied the result is a velocity.

/?, (pBcst_(t)
- x,(/|) = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.3 0 0.1 0 0)

R2 [IBt st\(t)
- x_(t)) = (0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0)

As result of the sum of the three computed velocities, the velocity i»j,(í + 1) is

obtained.
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3. GLOBAL APPROACH

vi(t + 1) = (0.5 0.3 0 0.7 0.2 0.6 0 0.3 0.7 0 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.7 1 0.4 0.9 0 0.9 0 0.1)

Finally, the updating is done and the Xi(í + 1) is obtained (see Figure 3.3b).

xi(í + 1) = (10 0 10 0 10 10 0 0 110 0 10 10 0 0 1)

3.1.6 Simulation and Performance Assessment

This section discusses the simulation results and the performance of the proposed al

gorithm. It is assumed that there are 100 nodes randomly deployed in a plañe. Figure

3.4 shows two different virtual backbones obtained from simulations in a región of 100

times 100 meters. The simulations in Figure 3.4 only illustrate how the virtual back

bone is formed. However, it is of utmost importance to validate the uniformity of the

Pareto front set. To this end, we must be able to assess the performance respect to

some performance indicators. The main bulk of the proposed algorithms ín literature

are not validated regarding this performance indicators. With the aim to assess the

performance of results Diversity-Based indicators are used (7).

Clearly, a well-diversified solution set with a uniform distribution over the entire

range of feasible domain is desired. Figure 3.5 shows the set of non-dominated solution

points obtained from the environment previously mentioned. Where the solutions set

is showed by three of the six different functions.

A space whose coordinates are the objective functions is usually referred as the

objective space, in which, each feasible solution point corresponds to one coordínate.

Pareto solution set needs to be validated, i.e., it is necessary to know that it is a well-

diversified solution set with a uniform distribution over the entire range of the objective

space. If the solutions are grouped into clusters, there are several solution points in

each cluster that are not significantly different from one to another and there are áreas

in the domain with few or no solution points.

In order to measure the combined uniformity and coverage of a Pareto set. and

considering the location and distribution ofall solution points, a simple metric based on

the concept of entropy introduced by Ali Farhang-Mehr (17) is used. Shannon's entropy

measures how evenly a set of numbers is spread. If the valúes of the entries iu this
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3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization Approach

Figure 3.3: Particle Movement - a) particle x, at, time t. b) Particle x, at time /, + 1,

r) The optimum position of particle x, .
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lt -tí-O Pfoi—Iton 14-15-16 Proi—lfli*

fl -13-16 Pfa,acta>n *2-!4-r5 Projection

Figure 3.5: Pareto frontier - Projection of three different functions

vector are approximately the same then the entropy is large, but if the entries are very

different. the corresponding entropy is low. In order to take advantage of the entropy

the influence and density function need to be used. Informally, the influence function

is a mathematical description of the influence a point has within its neighborhood, and

the density function is defined as the sum of the influence functions of all the points

(22). In principle. the influence function can be an arbitrary function. For simplicity,

the Gaussian influence function is selected:

}(x,y) = e-ñ^- (3.22)

Then, the density function which results from a Gaussian influence function is:

N .,

__, rf'-T.,/)-*

}D(x) = Y.er^r~ (3*23)
;/=i

where d(x.y) represents the Euclidean distance function. In order to evalúate the

entropy, the feasible domain is divided into aj x a2
■ ■ ■ x ag grid cells. Then the density

function at each cell fo, __,,„„■
is obtained from (3.23).
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3. GLOBAL APPROACH

Table 3.1: Diversity-Based Indicator

Environment Virtual Backbone Entropy

# Nodes Dim. L G M B H H-max

14

23

50

100

200

20x20

30x30

50x50

100x100

150x150

3

7

11

25

57

2

5

9

32

65

9

9

26

44

70

0

2

4

0

8

0.5426

1.8065

3.7860

4.1174

6.9070

0.6931

2.3026

4.8675

5.2281

9.0646

Finally, for the 6-dimensional objective space, the entropy is defined as follows:

*# = _

_1_ !__
"

__/ Pijklmnln(pijkl.nn) (3-24)
i=l j=l n=l

where Pijkimn IS th*3 normalized density. The result is a single entropy scalar that

evaluates the quality of a set of alternatives. In simple words, a solution set with

higher entropy is spread more evenly throughout the feasible región, and provides a

better coverage of the space (17). Here, the máximum entropy is Hmax = ln(n), where

n is the number of grid cells in the search space.

The performance has been evaluated through several simulations using diverse sce

narios. Table 3.1 summarizes some simulations. It is clear that results are good enough

regarding the properties of uniformity and space coverage.

3.1.7 Conclusión

In this chapter, a novel algorithm is introduced to efficiently genérate an energy-efficient

communication strategy for low-resource, large-scale wireless ad-hoc networks. This

strategy states the problem as a multi-objective optimization on a graph; then it uses a

particle swarm optimization algorithm to obtain an optimal solution. Furthermore, we

have created a method for calculating an optimal virtual backbone among the nodes

taking advantage of the independence property. The multi-objective approach allows

representing the different functional constraints under the problem of virtual backbone

generation. The simulations show that this approach is efficient and effective to obtain

a well spread solutions in the Pareto frontier. However, further research needs to be

done to compare this algorithm with the more traditional methods.
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Discussions

Abstract. This chapter presents simulations of MWAC-based and EESOA algorithms

using NS-2. Energy consumption and network topology analysis is carried out. Fur

thermore. the effect of agents mobility on the network structure is discussed and an

approach for solving this problem is stated.

4.1 Network Simulator

The behavior and performance of the proposed algorithms have been analyzed via sim

ulation using NS-2 versión 2.33 (1 L), an event oriented simulator for network research.

Iu real networks. obstacles can interfere the signal and cause random anisotropic signal

strengths. The topology of an ad-hoc network depends on several uncontrollable factors

such as agent mobility and interference.

The radio propagation models implemented in NS-2 are used to predict the received

signal power of each packet. There is a receiving threshold at the physical layer of each

wireless agent. When a packet is received, if its signal power is below the receiving

threshold. it is marked as error and dropped by the MAC layer.

The shadowing model extends the ideal circle model to a richer statistic model:

agents can only communicate probabiUstically when they are near the limit of the

communication range. i.e.. the communication range in the shadowing model is not an
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

ideal circle. For this, an inverse Q-function is used to calcúlate the receiving threshold.

This section presents a sample of simulation tests.
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igure 4.1: 50-Agents scenario - Initial environment of 50 agents randomly deployed

4.2 MWAC-based Simulations

4.2.1 Scenario

Consider a scenario where a wireless sensor network has to be organized. It consists of

50 mobile agents distributed within an environment of 50 times 50 meters (Figure 4.1).

For simplicity assume that the agents have the same constraints (although this is not

strictly required), and they are turned on simultaneously. The initial configuration of

agents is:
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4.2 MWAC-based Simulations

The network interface is 802.15.4.

The iuitial energy of every agent is 2 joules.

• The tasks devoted to receive messages, transmit messages, and mode change

(active-slept) consume energy.

• The máximum transmission range is 10 meters.

Two versions of the proposed algorithm were tested:

• One considers static transmission power (MWAC).

• The other one considers variable transmission power and variable transmission

period.

Figure 4.2: Virtual backbone of 50-agent scenario Self-Organization Strategy

(MWAC-Baued).
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.2.1.1 Running NS-2

For comparison purposes a basic algorithm MWAC (26) which is representative of re

lated works has been implemented. The main features of such algorithm are: localized.

distributed, and emergent behavior.

Figure 4.3: MST of 50-agent scenario - Minimum Spanning Tree

The simulation in Figure 4.2 shows the backbone generated at the instant t = 14

when the backbone connects the whole network. This behavior is obtained using both

versions of the algorithm. In environments where agents are turned on at the same

time, the network can be created in segments because the agents interact only with

their neighbors. This problem is fixed by bridge agents. However. it is not possible to

predict how the network will behave during the structuring. Even more, when an agent

is removed, the restructuring process may genérate a different virtual backbone. In

the situation where the agents are turned on simultaneously, a conflict appears when

the agents detect neighbors, and decide to take the role of leader. This will start a
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4.2 MWAC-based Simulations

negotiation process between the agents in conflict yielding high energy consumption.

When the agents turn on asynchronously, the network is built gradually yielding a

structure without problems.

Figure 4.4: UDG of 50-agent scenario - Unit Disk Graph

In Figure 4.2 we have approximately 56 links connecting the entire network without

taking into account the gateway agents in sleeping state. When we construct the

minimum spanning tree (Figure 4.3) in the initial environment, we obtain a result

similar to the proposed algorithm. The MST is created with 49 links among the agents.

Both agents. leader and gateway are in the virtual backbone.

The Unit Disk Graph (UDG) G(V,E) is typically used to model ad-hoc wireless

networks under this situation (id), where two agents are connected when their distance

is within this fixed transmission range. Figure 4.4 shows the graph known as the UDG,

where all the agents are homogeneous, containing an edge (u,v) if and only if the unit

disks around u and v intersect. It's clear that, there is a great difference between UDG
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

and the simulation results, where there exist 97 links in UDG against 49 in the proposed

algorithm.

It is shown in Figures 4.3-4.4 that our simulation is cióse to the MST algorithm

based on the number of links. In this way, we are cióse to the optimum using a localized

strategy (i.e., the agents do not have the knowledge of the whole environment, they

only are aware of their neighborhood) without using extra control messages.

4.2.2 Analyzing Energy Consumption

100

90

80

^ 70

§ 60

o 50

40

30

20

Energy Analysis

-i r

Basic Algorithm
—i—

Improved Algorithm
—x-

.Jmprovements Executed

10 20 30 40 50 60

Time in seconds

70 80 90 100

Figure 4.5: Remaining Energy - Improvement of the total energy in the network

The total energy usage is defined as the total sum of each individual energy usage

of each agent in the interval [0, r]. where t is the máximum simulation time.

Now we are going to compare the energy consumption in the entire network using

the two versions of the protocol. The simulation time was t = WOsee. It was clear that

in real applications this time range is too short. but it is used for comparison purposes.

The remaining energy is showed in Figure 4.5. It can be noticed that in the instant
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4.2 MWAC-based Simulations

Table 4.1: Euergy comparative table

Range Agents Dimensions Initial Energy Energy Saving

10 Mts 50 50x50 2 Joules 22%

15 Mts 60 100x100 2 Joules 25%

15 Mts 70 100x100 2 Joules 26%

15 a\itS 80 100x100 2 Joules 24%

15 Mts 100 100x100 3 Joules 30%

/ = 15 the consumed energy is equal, since it is the stabilization time of the network.

This instant depends on the application. After this time, the curves in the graphic

differ from each other. The lower curve corresponds to the energy consumption using

the simplest algorithm. The upper curve shows the behavior of the energy consumption

when the transmission power of the leader agent is adjusted. In this curve the energy

savings at instant t = 100 is about 20%. Additionally, at this time t the connectivity

is preserved.

This performance has been demonstrated through several simulations using diverse

scenarios. Table 4.1 summarize some of these simulations. It is clear that energy saving

is better in our strategy. It can be noticed that energy saving is about 20 and 30 percent

in comparison to the basic algorithm.

4.2.3 Solving the Segmentation Problem

In order to evalúate the performance of our algorithm under different parameters, we

randomly deployed 60 agents in a fixed area of 100 x 100 meters. The initial transmission

range of each agent is 15 meters (Figure 4.6).

Figure 1.7 illustrates the simulation results without using bridge agents. We can

see that the member agents 2 and 42 can see each other. but they don't have any

connection. This kind of organization gives us network segmentation. which justifies

the necessity of bridge agents.

Figures [ 1.8- 1.10J compares the three connected networks in terms of the number of

connections. It can be seen in Figure 4.8 that the minimum spanning tree is composed

of 59 links among the entire network. The simulation using bridge agents is showed in
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Figure 4.6: 60-Agent scenario - Initial environment of 60 agents randomly deployed.
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Figure 4.7: Segmented-backbone of 60-agent scenario - Simulation showing seg

mentation
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Figure 4.8: MST of 60-agent scenario - Minimum spanning tree
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the Figure 4.9. This simulation without segmentation computes 68 links. Specifically,

the number of links obtained from the simulation has 9 links inore than the minimum

spanning tree. This is due to the fact that the communication is localized, this means

that the infonnation the agents know is local. As expected, the results indicate that

the simulation is near to the minimum spanning tree. In addition, the unit disk graph

showed in Figure 4.10 uses 101 links. Note that this number of links is larger than the

simulation results.

Figure 4.9: Virtual backbone of 60-agent scenario
- Segmentation solution using

bridge agents

In conclusión, the simulation reveáis that these results are consistent with our pre

liminary analysis. This means that we save energy without the loss of connectivity, and

the segmentation problem of the basic approach is alleviated.
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Figure 4.10: UDG of 60-agent scenario - Unit Disk Graph
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4.2.4 Approach for Solving Mobility

In this section we conduct the simulation experiments to evalúate the performance in

terms of the network's mobility. It is also discussed how agent mobility affects topology

control in general, and how our strategy behaves when agents change their positions.

The impact of mobility on topology control is twofold:

• Increased message overhead. The implementation of any distributed topology

control algorithm causes a certain message overhead which is due to the fact

that agents need to exchange messages in order to reorganize the network at

once. In the presence of mobility, the topology control algorithm must be exe

cuted frequently to take into account the new information of the agents. Thus,

reducing message overhead is fundamental when implementing topology control

mechanisms in mobile networks.

• Nonuniform agents spatial distribution. Some mobility patterns cause a nonuni

form agent spatial distribution. This fact should be carefully taken into account

in setting important network parameters (e.g., the ideal transmitting range) at

the design stage. From this discussion, it is clear that the impact of mobility on

the effectiveness of topology control techniques heavily depends on the mobility

pattern. However, the proposed strategy copes with nonuniform agent spatial

distribution.

When a member agent moves to another place within the network area, it does not

cause any problem to the network because the member agent does not maintain any

communication with another agent, just with its own leader. Although a gateway or

bridge agent makes communication through the network, the problem is the same as

the member. The problem arises when a leader agent moves to another place because of

it manages the communication among its member and gateway agents. Even though,

the real problem is when the leader agent is moving and transfer the leadership to

another agent.

In order to solve this, the only assumption we are doing is that the agent is aware

of its movement: under this constraint, when the velocity of an agent is faster than a.

threshold S, this agent will abandon its role, and it will not take any
role until it reduces

its velocity as far as t, in order to avoid interfering another agents in the network.
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4.2.4.1 Dynamic Scenario

In order to evalúate the performance of the algorithm, we randomly deployed n agents

on a fixed area of 100 x 100 meters. Consider an environment where a wireless sensor

network has to be organized. It consists of 100 mobile agents.

For simplicity we assume that the agents have the same constraints, (although this

is not strictly required) and they are turned on simultaneously. The initial conditions

of agents are:

• The network interface is 802.15.4

• The initial energy of every agent is 3 joules.

• The máximum transmission range is 15 meters.

As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the network is totally connected i.e., the constructed

virtual backbone reach all the agents into the network. If we had not used the bridge

role, we would have obtained a segmented network. Notice that the couple of agents

7, 65 and 40, 31 are connecting the entire network.

Figure 4.11 also shows how some gateway agents are saving energy. In this case,

inore than 10% of all agents are in sleep mode to save energy. The gateway agents in

sleep mode are 75, 33, 57, 9, 19, 48, 49, 54, 29, 51 and 12.

4.2.4.2 Moving Agents

In order to evalúate the performance of the strategy when the agents move within the

network area, three leader agents are displaced.

The first agent to move is number 15. It starts the movement between the time 14

and 20. Figure 4.12a illustrates a snapshot of movement. After the agent 15 moves, a

conflict arises between the agents 13 and 94 because both of them try to be leaders.

Figure 4.12b shows that the conflict is solved, since agent 13 won the leadership in the

group. In addition. Figure 4.12b also shows when agent 15 stops, it takes the role of

leader due to there is not any other leader. After agent 15 takes its role, agents 2. 7, 26

and 65 join it and become gateway agents.

In the same way, when agent 86 moves towards the agent 16, it leaves its group.

This group try to reorganize in order maintain network connectivity. The agent that
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Fixing segmenta-tion

■Mbl

Figure 4.11: Initial dynamic backbone - Snapshot before the movement of leader

agent.-.
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,opped
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' ) "■'»§■'!__-.—0 Resolved conflict _/

Figure 4.12: A leader movement - Movement ofthe leader agent with id 15
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Figure 4.13: Structure after movement
- Snapshot after the movement of some leader

agents
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gets the leadership is the agent 3, but when the group is reorganizing the agent 3 move

"VU

towards the agent 38's group.

Figure 4.13 shows a snapshot after the movement of agents. ln tliis example the

robustness to agent mobility of the proposed strategy is demonstrated. The exhibited

behavior shows the adaptive capabilities of the involved agents.

4.2.4.3 Energy

Energy Analysis

50 ' ' ' ' ■ 1 « 1 1 i 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Time in seconds

Figure 4.14: Remaining Energy - Remaining energy of diverse strategie.s

The total energy usage is defined as the total sum of each individual energy usage

of each agent in the interval [0, r], where r is the máximum simulation time.

Figure 4.14 shows the performance comparison of different versions of the algorithm.

It is obvious the decreasing trend of the three curves; this implies that the consumption

of energy gets bigger when we do not make any enhancement. The lower curve in the

graph shows the energy consumption using the basic algorithm. This algorithm only

forms the virtual backbone regardless the remaining energy. The next upper curve

shows the energy performance of the proposed algorithm.
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As we stated earUer. according to the environment sometimes is not necessary to

maintain all the member agents in active inode to ensure the communication. The last

upper curve shows important energy saving, if member agents are turned off after they

get their role.

4.2.4.4 Roles

Cha-alee of roles

eate-aaaj

Figure 4.15: Roles - Agent's role switching during operation

Figure 1.15 illustrates the behavior based on the role changes of the group that is

represented by the leader agent with id 15. Note that at the beginning of simulation,

the agent*-. take their role, and then they are stabilized. After that, in the interval of

time between / = 14 and / = 20, the three agents mentioned earlier are moved. As you

can notice. there are some changes of role. Even at times the agent 15 take the "Any'

role. After environment changes the agents are stabilized. By t = 80 some agents

change their role because of some agents died.
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Figure 4.16: Messages - Messages in the entire network

4.2.4.5 Messages

At the beginning each agent has to discover its neighborhood. Each agent maintains

a list of all its neighbors. An agent sends a helio message asking for neighbors. Then.

when an agent receives this message, it responds with an acknowledge message. In

order to ensure a bidirectional communication, the agents that receive an acknowledge

message make a link between them. Due to this fact the number of messages is higher

at start up than the exchange of messages when the network is stabilized. This can be

seen in Figure 4.16. where the number of messages is decreasing as time passes until

the neighbors table does not change.

4.3 EESOA Simulations

In this section, we conduct several simulations to assess the performance of EESOA.

We evalúate the puré protocol structure brought by the strategy: therefore no data

traffic is generated in the network.

The simulation parameters are described as follows:
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• The agents are placed within an area of 100 x 100 meters.

• Each agent is randomly deployed.

• The radio interface used for simulations is the standard 802.15.4.

• Transmission range: 15 meters.

• Each simulation is executed for 100 seconds.

The algorithm EESOA is compared against two different distributed algorithms

namely Multi-Wireless-Agent Communication (MWAC) (26) and Guaranteed Routing

Cost Minimum Connected Dominating Set (GOC-MCDS) (16).

MWAC is chosen because the structure MWAC builds is similar to that EESOA

builds. MWAC exploits the emergence resulting from a multi-agent self-organization

process, where a group is formed by one group representative agent (leader), some

connection agents (gateways) and possibly some simple members.

Hongwei et. al. in (16) present GOC-MCDS; it is a polynomial time algorithm

which produces a CDS D of size at most a ■

opt_\,¡CDS for some fixed constant a and

with property that for every pair of nodes u and v, there is a path between u and v

with intermediate nodes in D and length at most 5 • d(u, v). EESOA is compared with

the distributed versión of GOC-MCDS, which has the same performance ratio as the

centralized algorithm. The distributed versión comprises of two stages: one is construct

a maximal independent set as dominating set; another is to connect the dominating set

by choosing intermediate nodes.

In order to do a fair comparison, the three algorithms start at the same time after

neighborhood was discovered. Then. they start at instant t.

4.3.1 Simulation Results

In order to show the different virtual structures generated by the three algorithms, an

example is showed in Figures 1.17-4.19. After running each algorithm, Figures 4.17,4.18

and 1.19 show the virtual structure built by EESOA. MWAC and GOC-MCDS algo

rithm respectively. The backbone built by EESOA communicates the complete network

using 3 couple of bridges and with one leader less than MWAC (see Figure 4.17), in

stead. the final backbone formed by MWAC can communicate the whole network with
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22 leaders (see Figure 4.18). GOC-MCDS ha» much more leader» (black nodes) than

EESOA and MWAC because it has the condition of shortest path between a node

pair ín the network. In addition, wc can observe that not all virtual backbon'w have

bridge agents, and on average the number of bridges per simulation i« approximately

6 in an environment with 100 agent nodes. Finally, Figures 4.17,4.18 and 1.19 also

show the difference on the number of gateways and members iu EESOA, MWAC and

GOC-MCDS respectively.

Figure 4.17: EESOA - lt lia* 21 leader)». 22 gatcw-iy», 51 iim-hiImt* a»d 3 pair* of bríd-t-e

r\%ttlttr.
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Figure 4.18: MWAC - lt has 22 leaders, 41 gateways and 37 members.

4.3.2 Virtual Backbone Properties

For our experiments 20 runs were made. In addition, each run represents the random

deployinnnt of tlio 100 agent nodes in the simulation area and the building of the virtual

backbone. The simula! ion parameters defined for EESOA algorithm are described in

table 1.2.

From this initial set up. it can be noticed in Figure 4.20 that EESOA has on
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Figure 4.19: GOC-MCDS - It has 29 leaders (black node.s), 59 gateways and 12 mem

bers.
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Table 4.2: Algorithm parameters

Symbol Valué in seconds Remarks

5 1.5 a valué to schedule the broadcast

T 1 broadcast interval

¡o 3 frequency count

k 5 elapse time as an agent keeps a role

A 2 a constant valué

r 10 starting time of algorithms

average a lower number of leaders per simulation run. MWAC was better only in 3 of

20 simulation runs than EESOA. the same behavior can be shown with GOC-MCDS.

This can be explained by the fact that EESOA chooses the more suitable agents to be

leaders using the inhibition concept, which means leaders cover the greatest number

of members in the neighborhood. On the contrary, GOC-MCDS chooses the nodes

regarding the lowest id oí nodes in the neighborhood. Even though. MWAC foUows

the priority strategy for choosing representatives, if an agent takes the representative

role, no one else can be a representative in the neighborhood. Thus. the representative

agent could not be the best among the neighbors. MWAC also exhibits a segmentation

problem. Without making any reorganization in order to solve the segmentation. Figure

4.24 also shows the uumber of segments MWAC has per simulation.

In order to save energy as much as possible. the strategy of choosing only one

gateway to make the communication among the same leaders is carried out. Figure

4.21 shows the number of gateways that MWAC has per simulation. It can be seen

that MWAC has on average 40 gateways against 22 gateways in EESOA. The uumber

of gateways slightly increases in GOC-MCDS because the algorithm tries to obtain the

minimum routing cost. In general this means that MWAC and GOC-MCDS wiU spend

on average more energy than EESOA.

Member agents are responsible for their own tasks. aud they do not retransmit

packets. This is why it is desirable to have as many member agents as possible per

group. The number of member agents per simulation is shown in Figure 4.22. It can

be seen that the number of members iu EESOA Ls greater than the one in MWAC and
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► MWAC -«-GOC-MCDS ♦ EESOA

Simulations

Figure 4.20: Leaders - Number of leaders per simulation.

t-MWAC -«-GOC-MCDS * EESOA

Figure 4.21: Gateways - Number of gateways per simulation.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Simulations

Figure 4.22: Members - Number of members per simulation.

GOC-MCDS. EESOA has almost an average of 50 member agents against an average

of 35 and 20 member agents in MWAC and GOC-MCS per simulation run respectively.

All this shows how EESOA outperforms MWAC and GOC-MCDS in the building of

the virtual backbone.

Figure 4.23 shows the remaining energy per simulation of the MWAC and GOC-

MCDS algorithm and the proposed algorithm respectively. The energy comparison was

only done with the energy consumption due to the construction and maintenance ofthe

network. MWAC has a remaining energy average of 26%, while the proposed strategy

has a remaining energy average of 55%. This means that EESOA can obtain an energy

saving of 29% regarding to MWAC. It can be seen that GOC-MCDS exhibits a better

result than MWAC based on energy consumption. this is because GOC-MCDS does not

broadcast extra helio messages after the steps of the algorithm have finished. This is

a drawback because GOC-MCDS does not take into consideration the reconfiguration

when a node joins the network.

Figure 1.2 ¡ provides the comparison ofMWAC and GOC-MCDS in terms of number

of bridges and segments in the virtual structure. Since MWAC does not use bridge

agents. the virtual structure can result in segments. Because the EESOA algorithm is
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I* MWAC -«-EESOA *GOC

1 2 3 i 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Simulations

Figure 4.23: Remaining energy - Remaining energy of The different strategies.

• EESOA ■•-MWAC-segments

Figure 4.24: Bridges and segments - Number of bridges and segments in EESOA and

MWAC" respectively.
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localized, as well as MWAC. most of the time some member agents switch to bridge in

order to communicate possible segments of the network. On average there exist three

pair of bridge agents in an environment of 100 agents.

4.4 Comparing Global Against Distributed Approaches

4.4.1 Minimum Spanning Tree

As a first approach. MWAC-based strategy is compared with a defined MST, which is

weighted appropriately to obtain the capacity of agents (see section 2.1.1).

Minimizing links cardinaUty in the computed virtual backbone can help to decrease

the control overhead since broadcasting for route discovery and topology update is

restricted to a small subset of agents. Therefore, the broadcasting storm problem

inherent to global flooding can be greatly decreased. In this way, virtual backbone

provides good resource conservation property.

In order to evalúate the network formed by the MWAC-based strategy, we compare

it with the one obtained using the MST global procedure. Then, the number of links

is compared.

Results for several scenarios are summarized in table 4.3. Additionally, the number

of Unks forming the backbone is compared. It is noticeable that the number of links

is cióse to the minimal required for obtaining connectivity iu these simulations. In

each simulation that has been done, it is possible to show that every agent iu the

MSTg set is in the virtual backbone generated by the proposed strategy. Henee, it is

evident the high resemblance between the MSTg structure and the one generated by

the self-orgauized strategy.

4.4.2 Particle Swarm Optimization

Because the structure formed by the MST is not the same that the one formed by the

distributed algorithms. it is necessary another global approach, i.e.. it is necessary a

structure built by nodes that have the role of leader and gateway. Then. in order to

obtain a better approximation to the structure formed by the distributed algorithm.

another global approach was designed.

As described in chapter 3. PSO is a global method that is used for building an opti

mal backbone. On the contrary. EESOA is a distributed algorithm that uses only local
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Table 4.3: MST comparative table

Environment No. links Performance

Agents Dim. MST MWAC-based UDG Inactive L. #Links diff. Proximity

50

60

70

80

100

50x50

100x100

100x100

100x100

100x100

49

59

69

79

99

56

68

88

96

125

97

101

115

146

256

3

3

2

9

10

4

6

17

8

16

92%

90%

80%

90%

86%

information, which is described in section 2.4. This section provides the comparison

between two algorithms, the global and distributed approach respectively.

Figure 4.25 shows the comparison based in number of leaders and segments per

simulation. It can be seen that in some of the simulations the number of leaders

between PSO and EESOA are equal. It is worth mentioning that could there be other

configurations with lower number of leaders, but PSO search for a solution that have

a trade-off between the different objective functions.

The number of gateways per simulation is shown in Figure 4.26. The result of PSO

and EESOA algorithms is quite similar. This similarity comes because EESOA uses a

method to deal with redundant gateways.

Figure 4.27 shows the comparison based on number of members per simulation.

There, every redundant gateway becomes member. Therefore, the number of members

per simulation is on average the same that the result of PSO.

4.5 Conclusión

Although, this is the first approximation of the algorithm, the simulation results show

that it outperforms the self-organized algorithm MWAC and the distributed GOC-

MCDS algorithm. Simulations also show that the distributed algorithm EESOA can

obtain energy-efficient well-formed structures compared with the structures built by a

global solution.
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• Leaders-PSO -♦- Bridges-PSO -#- Leaders-EESOA -é- Bridges-EESOA

Leaders

Bndges

0 >f

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213 14 15 16 17 18192C

Figure 4.25: Leaders PSO-EESOA - Number of leaders and segments per simulation.

■

Gatev_tys-PSO
—♦- Gfiteweiys-EESOA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 2(

Figure 4.26: Gateways PSO-EESOA
- Number of gateways per simulation.
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• Members-PSO -*- Members-EESOA

Modes

Figure 4.27: Members PSO-EESOA - Number of members per simulation.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

Multi-agent based approach using self-organization strategies allows network formation

with efficient maintenance. Important savings in energy consumption has been obtained

through the proposed group-based distributed algorithm, which handles variations on

both transmission power and transmission periods. Furthermore, role switching during

the agents operation increases the network Ufetime, coping with dynamic behavior

of the nodes population such as node mobility, node losses, and new node arrival.

Simulatious show substantial improvements with respect the basic algorithm, which do

not use dynamic power transmission.

This work also states the problem as a multi-objective optimization on a graph;

then it uses a particle swarm optimization algorithm to obtain an optimal solution.

Furthermore, we have created a method for calculating an optimal virtual backbone

among the nodes taking advantage of the independence property. The multi-objective

approach allows representing the different functional constraints under the problem

of virtual backbone generation. The simulations show that this approach is efficient

and effective to obtain a well spread solutions in the Pareto frontier. However, further

research needs to be done to compare this algorithm with the more traditional methods.
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